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We present a theoretical study of the density and spin (representing the two components) linear
response of Fermi superfluids with tunable attractive interactions and population imbalance. In
both linear response theories, we find that the fluctuations of the order parameter must be treated
on equal footing with the gauge transformations associated with the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
so that important constraints including various sum rules can be satisfied. Both theories can be
applied to the whole BCS-Bose-Einstein condensation crossover. The spin linear responses are
qualitatively different with and without population imbalance because collective-mode effects from
the fluctuations of the order parameter survive in the presence of population imbalance, even though
the associated symmetry is not broken by the order parameter. Since a polarized superfluid becomes
unstable at low temperatures in the weak and intermediate coupling regimes, we found that the
density and spin susceptibilities diverge as the system approaches the unstable regime, but the
emergence of phase separation preempts the divergence.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Ss,74.20.Fg,67.85.-d
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold Fermi gases provide a clean testbed for
many-body theories and act as simulators of complex
many-particle systems [1–3]. As the attractive interac-
tion is tuned by varying an external magnetic field, the
ground state of a two-component Fermi gas continuously
evolves from a BCS superfluid to a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC) of dimers, a phenomenon called BCS-BEC
crossover [3, 4]. There has been a broad literature on the
linear response of two-component Fermi gases with equal
population of the two components [5–12]. When popu-
lation imbalance between the two components, usually
identified as the two spins [13], is introduced, interesting
phases and phase separation emerge and this has been a
subject of intense studies [14–17].
Although the linear response theory for Fermi superflu-
ids without population imbalance is well developed (see
Refs. [9, 18] and references therein), there are few studies
on the linear response of population-imbalanced systems
and past work relies on techniques that works only at very
high temperature [19] or only at zero temperature [20].
Measurements of the compressibility as well as the spin
susceptibility in equal-population Fermi gases have been
demonstrated in Refs. [8, 21, 22] and their generalizations
to Fermi superfluids with population imbalance are ex-
pected. It is thus of importance to investigate the density
and spin response of polarized (population-imbalanced)
Fermi superfluids.
Here we present density and spin linear response the-
ories of population-imbalanced Fermi gases in the polar-
ized superfluid regime. It has been emphasized [9, 18, 23]
that linear response theories should be fully consistent
with several fundamental constraints imposed by the
Ward identities, Q-limit Ward identities, and sum rules,
whose importance has been discussed in Refs. [9, 18].
The Ward identities guarantee gauge invariance, the
Q-limit Ward identities guarantee the consistency be-
tween single-particle thermodynamics and two-particle
correlation functions, and sum rules verify conserva-
tion laws. We will show that those fundamental con-
straints can be respected by linear response theories even
when the Fermi superfluid is polarized. Here our lin-
ear response theories are based on a mean-field descrip-
tion of population-imbalanced Fermi gases in BCS-BEC
crossover [24, 25]. Going beyond the mean-field descrip-
tions requires the incorporation of pairing fluctuation ef-
fects and it has been shown that approximations in those
more complicated theories may violate some of the con-
straints [26, 27]. The linear response theories based on
the mean-field description presented here serve as a first
step in understanding the non-equilibrium behavior of
population-imbalanced Fermi superfluids.
The density and spin linear response theories for po-
larized superfluids presented here are constructed fol-
lowing the consistent-fluctuation-of-the order-parameter
(CFOP) approach reviewed in Ref. [9, 18]. This approach
has been developed in various forms (but mostly confined
to the conventional BCS theory) in previous studies [28–
31] while a generalization to relativistic BCS superfluids
is discussed in Ref. [32]. As the name implies, the fluctua-
tions of the order parameter must be included to restore
2gauge invariance of the theory. Those fluctuations, in
turn, introduce collective modes and hence the collective
mode effects enters into the corresponding response func-
tions. As will be shown shortly, when we follow a similar
treatment in the spin channel, the collective mode effects
in the spin channel makes the theory qualitatively differ-
ent from that in the equal-population case.
We caution that the CFOP approach is very differ-
ent from Nambu’s integral-equation approach to a gauge-
invariant interacting vertex [33], which has been summa-
rized in Schrieffer’s book [34]. As explained in Ref. [9],
the CFOP approach is computationally manageable and
allows for complete expressions for the response func-
tions. The CFOP approach should also be distinguished
from the random-phase approximation (RPA) [23], which
sums certain bubble diagrams to correct the bare re-
sponse functions. As pointed out in Refs. [18, 23], RPA or
similar approaches have difficulties satisfying the Q-limit
Ward identity and the associated susceptibility sum rule.
This leads to different expressions from thermodynamics
and linear response theories.
Throughout this paper, we follow the convention c =
~ = kB = 1 and use σ to denote the spin (or more pre-
cisely, the two components) ↑, ↓ with ↑ and σ¯ being the
opposite of ↓ and σ respectively. The Hamiltonian of a
two-component Fermi gas interacting via contact inter-
actions is
H =
∫
d3x
∑
σ
ψ†σ(x)
( pˆ2
2m
− µσ
)
ψσ(x)
− g
∫
d3xψ†↑(x)ψ
†
↓(x)ψ↓(x)ψ↑(x), (1)
where ψ and ψ† are the annihilation and creation op-
erators, µσ is the chemical potential of the component
σ, g is the attractive coupling constant, and m is the
fermion mass (assumed equal for the two components).
As pointed out by Nambu [33], the Hamiltonian has a
U(1)× U(1) symmetry since it is invariant under
ψσ → e
−iαψσ, ψ
†
σ → e
iαψ†σ;
ψσ → e
−iSσφψσ, ψ
†
σ → e
iSσφψ†σ. (2)
Here S↑,↓ = ±1 and α and φ are phases for those trans-
formations. The first transformation is the well-known
U(1) symmetry related to electromagnetism (EM) if the
particle is charged and perturbed by an EM field. Even
for a charge neutral system this symmetry is still present
so the system should respect the gauge invariance asso-
ciated with this symmetry. As a consequence, the mass
current is conserved.
The second transformation is the spin rotation around
a selected axis (called it the z−axis) [33] and in a two-
component atomic Fermi gas this transformation assigns
opposite phases to the two components. This symmetry
will be associated with the conservation of the spin cur-
rent. For clarification purposes, we denote the first sym-
metry by U(1)EM and the second by U(1)z. We also note
that the spin susceptibility is ∂δn/∂h, where δn = n↑−n↓
is the density difference and h = (µ↑−µ↓)/2. This is the
analogue of the definition in conventional electron sys-
tems, ∂M/∂Hm. Here M is the magnetization and Hm
is the magnetic field.
We present an alternative derivation based on sym-
metry considerations for linear response. As one will
see shortly, this derivation elucidates the importance of
Ward identities and other sum rules. This derivation is
done by introducing two types of weak external fields
such that the two U(1) symmetries becomes “gauged”,
i.e. that they become local symmetries. Then by prop-
erly including the fluctuations of the order parameter,
the gauge invariance can be explicitly maintained. For
the density channel, the external field is the weak EM
field Aµ = (φ,A). For the spin channel, the effective
external field is Aµ ≡ (Bz,m), where Bz is the z compo-
nent of the magnetic field and m is the magnetization.
Ref. [9] shows how the system, when the external field
included, respects the corresponding gauge symmetry by
implementing the substitutions pˆ→ pˆ−A in the density
channel and pˆ→ pˆ− SσA in the spin channel.
When the BCS mean-field approximation is con-
sidered, the order parameter is given by ∆(x) =
g〈ψ↓(x)ψ↑(x)〉. The U(1)EM symmetry is spontaneously
broken in the presence of the order parameter below Tc.
In contrast, the U(1)z symmetry remains intact. Al-
though these two U(1) symmetries behave differently in
the superfluid phase, the frameworks of the two linear re-
sponse theories are similar. In the equal-population case,
the collective mode effects cancel out in the spin channel
so the structures of the response functions in the den-
sity and spin channels are different. This phenomenon
is called a ”charge-spin separation” in superfluids [9, 18].
Here we will show that, in stark contrast, the collective
mode effect plays an important role in the spin channel
when the population is imbalanced.
II. DENSITY LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
Before deriving the linear response theories, we first
explain some terminologies used here. The Nambu
space composes of two-component Nambu spinors [33],
which corresponds to a two-component representation
of fermions. In the Nambu space one groups ψp↑ and
ψ†−p↓ into a two-component column and writes operators
as 2 × 2 matrices, and the propagator and interacting
vertices are 2 × 2 matrices. In the Nambu space, we
will adopt Nambu’s convention to name the Ward iden-
tity (WI) as the “generalized Ward identity” (GWI) [33].
Here we use four-vector notations to compact our ex-
pressions for a non-relativistic theory and this has been
implemented in many similar circumstances [23, 34].
3A. Gauge-invariant vertex and kernel in the
density channel
The density linear response theory is constructed by
“gauging” the U(1)EM symmetry. We define σ± =
1
2 (σ1±
iσ2) in the Nambu space and introduce the Nambu-
Gorkov spinors
Ψp =
[
ψp↑
ψ†−p↓
]
, Ψ†p = [ψ
†
p↑, ψ−p↓]. (3)
The Hamiltonian with the external EM perturbation is
given by
H =
∑
p
Ψ†pξˆpσ3Ψp +
∑
pq
Ψ†p+q
(
−
p+ q2
m
Aq
+Φqσ3 −∆qσ+ −∆
∗
−qσ−
)
Ψp, (4)
where ξˆp = ǫp12×2−µˆ = diag(ξp↑, ξp↓) with ǫp =
p
2
2m and
µˆ = diag(µ↑, µ↓). The bare inverse fermion propagator
is Gˆ−10 (P ) = iωn12×2− ξˆpσ3 with P ≡ p
µ = (iωn,p) and
ωn being fermionic Matsubara frequency.
When an external EM field is applied, the order param-
eter deviates from its equilibrium value ∆, which can be
chosen to be real due to the U(1)EM symmetry. The goal
of the CFOP approach is to restore the U(1)EM symme-
try by finding the corresponding fluctuations of the order
parameter. We denote the small perturbation of the or-
der parameter as ∆′q so that ∆q = ∆ + ∆
′
q. We define
∆1q = −(∆
′
q +∆
′∗
−q)/2 and ∆2q = −i(∆
′
q −∆
′∗
−q)/2 to
be the (negative) real and imaginary parts of the per-
turbation. By introducing the bare EM interacting ver-
tex γˆµ(P + Q,P ) ≡ γˆµ(p+ q,p) = (σ3,
p+q
2
m 12×2), the
Hamiltonian splits into two parts asH = H0+H
′
D, where
H0 =
∑
p
Ψ†pEˆpΨp, H
′
D =
∑
pq
Ψ†p+q
[
∆1qσ1
+∆2qσ2 +Aµqγˆ
µ(p+ q,p)
]
Ψp. (5)
Here Eˆp = ξˆpσ3 − ∆σ1 is the energy operator. Define
µ =
µ↑+µ↓
2 , h =
µ↑−µ↓
2 , ξp = ǫp−µ and Ep =
√
ξ2p +∆
2.
It can be verified that det(Eˆp) = −Ep↑Ep↓, where Ep↑ =
Ep − h and Ep↓ = Ep + h are the quasi-particle energy
excitations.
The propagator in the Nambu space is
Gˆ(P ) =
1
iωn − Eˆp
=
(
G↑(P ) F↑↓(P )
F↓↑(−P ) −G↓(−P )
)
, (6)
which satisfies Gˆ−1(P ) = Gˆ−10 (P ) − Σˆ(P ) and Σˆ(P ) =
−∆σ1 is the self-energy operator in the Nambu space.
The number equation, number difference equation, and
gap equation can be extracted from the propagator by
n =
∑
σ nσ = Tr
∑
P
(
σ3Gˆ(P )
)
, δn = Tr
∑
P
(
Gˆ(P )
)
,
and ∆ = gTr
∑
P
(
σ1Gˆ(P )
)
. Explicitly,
n =
∑
p
[
1−
ξp
Ep
(
1− f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
)]
,
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Figure 1. (Color online). Phase diagrams of a homogeneous
population-imbalanced Fermi gas in BCS-BEC crossover. The
solid lines separate different phases. The red dashed lines in-
dicate where the polarized superfluid becomes unstable ac-
cording to ∂
2
Ω
∂∆2
. Here “SF” indicates the superfluid phase,
“PS” means phase separation and “Normal” denotes the non-
interacting Fermi gas phase. TF and kF correspond to the
Fermi temperature and Fermi momentum of a noninteracting
equal-population Fermi gas with the same total density.
δn =
∑
p
(
f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
)
,
1
g
= −
∑
p
1− f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
2Ep
. (7)
Those equations may be generalized to describe BCS-
BEC crossover at the mean-field level. In BCS-BEC
crossover, the coupling constant is related to the di-
mensionless parameter 1/kFa via the renormalization
m
4πa =
1
g +
∑
p
1
2ǫp
[35, 36], where a is the s-wave scat-
tering length and kF is the noninteracting Fermi mo-
mentum for the same total number density in the ab-
sence of population imbalance. The phase diagrams
at this mean-field level are shown in Figure 1 for the
BCS (1/kFa = −1), unitary (1/kFa = 0), and BEC
(1/kFa = 1) cases. At low temperature or high polariza-
tion, uniform mixed phases are not stable and the system
separates into regions of superfluids and normal gases
(see Refs. [16, 17, 24] for more details). Here we focus
on the stable polarized superfluid phase and address its
response in the density and spin channels.
The Hamiltonian H ′D in Eqs. (5) including the external
EM field can be cast in the form
H ′D =
∑
pq
Ψ†p+qΦˆ
T
q · Σˆ(p+ q,p)Ψp, (8)
where Φˆq =
(
∆1q,∆2q, Aµq
)T
, Σˆ(p + q,p) =(
σ1, σ2, γˆ
µ(p+q,p)
)T
are defined as the generalized driv-
ing potential and generalized interacting vertex, respec-
tively. Hence the contribution of the fluctuations of the
order parameter is included in the external driving po-
tential. In the imaginary time formalism, the generalized
perturbation of the mass current to the linear order is
δ ~Ji(τ,q) =
∑
p
〈Ψ†p(τ)Σˆi(p+ q,p)Ψp+q(τ)〉
+
n
m
δi3h
µνAν(τ,q), (9)
4where hµν = −ηµν(1 − ηµ0) with ηµν =
diag(1,−1,−1,−1) being the covariant metric ten-
sor. Here δJ1,2 denotes the perturbation of the
real/imaginary part of the order parameter and δJµ3
denotes the perturbed mass current. The density linear
response theory can now be cast into a matrix form
δ ~J(Q) = Q
↔
(Q) · Φˆ(Q) (10)
=

 Q11(Q) Q12(Q) Q
ν
13(Q)
Q21(Q) Q22(Q) Q
ν
23(Q)
Qµ31(Q) Q
µ
32(Q) Q
µν
33 (Q) +
n
mh
µν



 ∆1(Q)∆2(Q)
Aν(Q)

 ,
where Q ≡ qµ = (iΩl,q) is an external four-momentum
and Ωl is boson Matsubara frequency. After applying
Wick’s theorem, the density response function is given
by
Qij(Q)
= Tr
∑
P
[
Σˆi(P +Q,P )Gˆ(P +Q)Σˆj(P, P +Q)Gˆ(P )
]
= Tr
∑
P
[
Σˆi(P +Q,P )
1
i(ωn +Ωl)− Eˆp+q
×Σˆj(P, P +Q)
1
iωn − Eˆp
]
, (11)
where
∑
P = T
∑
iωn
∑
p
. Introducing the δ-function
operator δ(ǫ−h− Eˆp) which can be decomposed as δ(ǫ−
h− Eˆp) = uˆpδ(ǫ−Ep↑) + vˆpδ(ǫ−Ep↓) with uˆp =
1
2
(
1+
Eˆp+h
Ep
)
and vˆp =
1
2
(
1−
Eˆp+h
Ep
)
, the response function can
be further simplified as
Qij(Q) = Tr
∑
p
∫
dǫ1dǫ2
f(ǫ2)− f(ǫ1)
iΩl − ǫ1 + ǫ2
Σˆi(p
+,p−)
× δ(ǫ1 − h− Eˆ
+
p )Σˆj(p
−,p+)δ(ǫ2 − h− Eˆ
−
p ), (12)
where p± = p± q2 and f(ǫ) = (1 + e
ǫ/T )−1 is the Fermi
distribution function. From this equality we found the
expressions of the response functions summarized in Ap-
pendix E. We emphasize that knowing the response func-
tions such as Qµν orQij does not lead to the conservation
of the mass current straightforwardly. Moreover, proofs
of some sum rules (discussed later on) may not be con-
structed at this level. We will need the gauge-invariant
EM response kernel and vertex to complete those tasks.
The gap equation imposes the self-consistent condition
δJ1,2 = −
2
g∆1,2. Applying this relation to Eq.(10), we
can eliminate the dependence of the linear response the-
ory on the external field ∆1,2 and the theory finally re-
duces to the usual Kubo expression δJµ3 = K
µνAν , where
the EM response kernel with the effects of fluctuations of
the order parameter included is given by
Kµν = Q˜µν33 + δK
µν , δKµν = −
Q˜11Q
µ
32Q
ν
23 + Q˜22Q
µ
31Q
ν
13 −Q12Q
µ
31Q
ν
23 −Q21Q
µ
32Q
ν
13
Q˜11Q˜22 −Q12Q21
. (13)
The poles of δKµν correspond to collective modes and
in the presence of a condensate they include the gapless
Nambu-Goldstone mode [18, 29, 37]. Below Tc when the
U(1)EM symmetry is broken, it is the contribution asso-
ciated with the collective modes that restores the gauge
invariance. The expression (13) is unlikely to be derived
from an RPA-based approach, which usually leads to a
kernel of the form K0/(1 + λK0) [23], where λ is a com-
bination of the coupling constant and other factors.
Up to this point we found the expression of the gauge
invariant response kernel Kµν without explicitly showing
what the gauge invariant EM interacting vertex should
be. From Eq. (12), the non gauge-invariant EM response
kernel Q˜µν33 is expressed as Q˜
µν
33 = Tr
∑
P
[
γˆµGˆγˆνGˆ
]
+
n
mh
µν . The lack of gauge invariance can be remedied by
replacing either one of the two bare vertices appearing in
Q˜µν33 by the gauge invariant vertex Γˆ
µ [33]
K ′µν(Q) = Tr
∑
P
[
Γˆµ(P +Q,P )Gˆ(P +Q)
×γˆν(P, P +Q)Gˆ(P )
]
+
n
m
hµν . (14)
The gauge invariant condition qµK
′µν = 0 is then equiv-
alent to the GWI for the vertex
qµΓˆ
µ(P +Q,P ) = σ3Gˆ
−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P )σ3. (15)
The main task of developing a gauge-invariant linear re-
sponse theory, therefore, is to find a gauge invariant ver-
tex Γˆµ satisfying Eq. (15).
Approaches for finding a gauge-invariant vertex are not
unique. Nambu [33] proposed that if the vertex is a so-
lution to an integral equation, it satisfies the GWI [9].
However, it is very hard, if not impossible, to solve this
equation exactly. Moreover, it is not known if the Q-limit
Ward identity is satisfied within this approach. This
makes it impractical to verify the compressibility sum
rule within this scheme. When considering BCS-BEC
crossover, another challenge arises. One has to show how
to translate the integral equation from the matrix form in
the Nambu space into a consistent description as dimers
form in the BEC regime.
Nevertheless, a fully gauge invariant vertex in the
Nambu space can be constructed in the CFOP linear re-
sponse theory. Since the interacting vertex should take
the form of Eq. (14) and the CFOP approach leads to
5Eq. (13), the vertex
Γˆµ(P +Q,P ) = γˆµ(P +Q,P )− σ1Π
µ
1 (Q)− σ2Π
µ
2 (Q),
(16)
where
Πµ1 =
∣∣∣∣ Q
µ
31 Q21
Qµ32 Q˜22
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Q˜11 Q12Q21 Q˜22
∣∣∣∣
, Πµ2 =
∣∣∣∣ Q
µ
32 Q12
Qµ31 Q˜11
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Q˜11 Q12Q21 Q˜22
∣∣∣∣
(17)
is a solution. Since qµΠ
µ
1 (Q) = 0, qµΠ
µ
2 (Q) = −2i∆, it
can be verified that
qµΓˆ
µ(P +Q,P ) = qµγˆ
µ(P +Q,P ) + 2i∆σ2
= σ3Gˆ
−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P )σ3, (18)
where Eq. (B1) has been applied. Therefore the GWI
is respected by the interacting vertex from the CFOP
scheme. Using Eqs. (13), (14), and (18), one can see that
the GWI leads to qµK
µν = 0. Since the conservation
of the mass current corresponds to qµδJ
µ
3 = 0, which is
equivalent to the gauge invariance condition qµK
µν = 0,
this demonstrates the equivalence of gauge invariance,
GWI, and conservation of the current mass.
B. Sum rules in the density channel
The density susceptibility is evaluated from the density
response kernel via χρρ = −
1
π ImK
00, which satisfies the
f -sum rule
∫ +∞
−∞
dωωχρρ(ω,q) = n
q2
m
. (19)
Here the analytic continuation iΩl → ω + i0
+ has been
implemented. The f -sum rule in the density channel is
satisfied if the Ward identities of response functions (B2)
hold. The proof is outlined in Appendix C.
A nontrivial advantage of working out the interacting
vertex, instead of only the response function alone, is
that one can directly verify the compressibility sum rule
or density susceptibility sum rule [38]
∂n
∂µ
= − lim
q→0
K00(ω = 0,q). (20)
As emphasized in Ref. [9, 18], this equality has a pro-
found physical implication because it is a connection
between the one-particle (thermodynamics) and two-
particle (response-function) formalisms. This sum rule
is equivalent to the (generalized) Q-limit Ward identity
[9, 18, 39], which connects the interacting vertex and the
self energy.
Here we show that the gauge-invariance vertex from
the CFOP approach satisfies the generalized Q-limit
Ward identity so the compressibility sum rule is re-
spected. In the Nambu space, the generalized Q-limit
Ward identity is
lim
q→0
Γˆ0(P+Q,P )|ω=0 =
∂Gˆ−1(P )
∂µ
= σ3−
∂Σˆ(P )
∂µ
. (21)
Here the analytic continuation iΩl → ω + i0
+ has been
taken. From Eq.(16) one can see that [9]
lim
q→0
Γˆ0(P +Q,P )
∣∣∣
ω=0
= σ3 − σ1 lim
q→0
Π01(Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
,
σ1 lim
q→0
Π01(Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
= σ1
limq→0Q
0
13(Q)|ω=0
limq→0 Q˜11(Q)|ω=0
=
∂Σˆ
∂µ
, (22)
where the gap equation has been used to evaluate ∂∆∂µ .
Thus the CFOP approach in the density channel re-
spects the fundamental constraints given by the Ward
identity (and its generalized version in the Nambu space),
the Q-limit WI (and its generalized version) equivalent
the compressibility/density susceptibility sum rule, and
the f -sum rule.
III. SPIN LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
The CFOP linear response theory in the spin channel
is formulated in a similar way as its density counterpart.
The theory is built by gauging the second U(1) sym-
metry in (2), i.e., the U(1)z symmetry of the Hamilto-
nian. The spin linear response theory should respect any
gauge transformation of the U(1)z symmetry and satisfy
the analogue constraints discussed in the density channel.
The spin f -sum rule is a consequence of the conservation
of the current associated with the U(1)z symmetry of
the Hamiltonian while the spin compressibility sum rule
guarantees the consistency of the expression of the spin
susceptibility obtained from thermodynamic and linear
response approaches.
A major difference between the two symmetries is that
the U(1)z symmetry of the Hamiltonian is not broken by
the BCS order parameter below Tc. However, we will see
that collective mode effects appear in the spin response
functions in the presence of population imbalance. This is
very different from the equal-population case [9], where
the collective mode effects from the fluctuations of the
order parameter cancel in the spin response functions.
As shown in Fig. 1, Fermi superfluids with population
imbalance may encounter instability towards phase sepa-
ration and one will see that the collective mode effects in
the spin channel contributes significantly as the system
approaches the instability.
6A. CFOP approach in the spin channel
In the spin channel, the bare spin interacting vertex is
given by γˆµS (P + Q,P ) ≡ γˆ
µ
S (p+ q,p) = (12×2,
p+q
2
m σ3)
in the Nambu space. After separating the order parame-
ter into its equilibrium and perturbed parts, the Hamil-
tonian is split into H = H0 +H
′
S, where
H ′S
=
∑
pq
Ψ†p+q
(
∆1qσ1 +∆2qσ2 +Aµqγˆ
µ
S (p+ q,p)
)
Ψp
=
∑
pq
Ψ†p+qΦˆ
T
q · ΣˆS(p+ q,p)Ψp. (23)
Here Φˆq =
(
∆1q,∆2q, Aµq
)T
, ΣˆS(p + q,p) =(
σ1, σ2, γˆ
µ
S (p+q,p)
)T
. Note that the potential Aµ has a
different physical meaning from that in the density chan-
nel and we have explained this in Sec. I. Similar to the
density counterpart, the generalized spin response cur-
rent is
δ ~JSi(τ,q) =
∑
p
〈Ψ†p(τ)ΣˆSi(p+ q,p)Ψp+q(τ)〉
+
n
m
δi3h
µνAν(τ,q). (24)
Here δJµS3 denotes the perturbed spin current. The
CFOP linear response is again written in a matrix form
δ ~JS(Q) =Q
↔
S(Q) · Φˆ(Q) (25)
=

 QS11(Q) QS12(Q) Q
ν
S13(Q)
QS21(Q) QS22(Q) Q
ν
S23(Q)
QµS31(Q) Q
µ
S32(Q) Q˜
µν
S33(Q)



 ∆1(Q)∆2(Q)
Aν(Q)

 ,
where Q˜µνS33 = Q
µν
S33+
n
mh
µν . The spin response functions
are given by
QSij(Q) = Tr
∑
P
[
ΣˆSi(P +Q,P )Gˆ(P +Q)
×ΣˆSj(P, P +Q)Gˆ(P )
]
. (26)
The spin response functions can be evaluated by us-
ing similar methods as those used in the density channel
and their expressions are listed in Appendix E. In the
equal-population case with h = 0, one can verify that
QµS13 = Q
µ
S31 = Q
µ
S23 = Q
µ
S32 = 0 [9]. Hence the fluctua-
tions of the order parameter decouple from the spin linear
response theory [9]. However, the population-imbalanced
case with h 6= 0 is very different since h may not ap-
proach zero even if the number difference between the
two species approaches zero, as one can see from the so-
lutions to Eq. (7). Therefore the collective mode effects
associated with the fluctuations can survive in the pres-
ence of population imbalance. Again we caution that it is
the spin response kernel and vertex, not those QSij listed
in Appendix E, that allow for straightforward proofs of
the conservation of the spin current and sum rules.
Following similar steps as those in the density chan-
nel, the spin linear response theory can also be cast
in the usual Kubo formalism. Note that QS11 = Q11,
QS12 = Q12, QS21 = Q21, andQS22 = Q22. Then the self-
consistent condition δJS1,2 = −
2
g∆1,2 in the spin channel
is in fact the same as that in the density channel. By ap-
plying this and solving Eq. (25), we get δJµS3 = K
µν
S33Aν ,
where
KµνS = Q˜
µν
S33 + δK
µν
S , δK
µν
S = −
Q˜S11Q
µ
S32Q
ν
S23 + Q˜S22Q
µ
S31Q
ν
S13 −QS12Q
µ
S31Q
ν
S23 −QS21Q
µ
S32Q
ν
S13
Q˜S11Q˜S22 −QS12QS21
. (27)
Eq. (27) also shows a different structure from what RPA-
based approaches may generate. The spin response ker-
nel KµνS may be written formally in a form similar to its
counterpart in the density channel:
KµνS (Q) = Tr
∑
P
(
ΓˆµS(P +Q,P )Gˆ(P +Q)
×γˆνS(P, P +Q)Gˆ(P )
)
+
n
m
hµν , (28)
where ΓˆµS(P+Q,P ) is a U(1)z gauge invariant interacting
vertex satisfying the GWI
qµΓˆ
µ
S(P +Q,P ) = Gˆ
−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P ). (29)
By comparing the expressions (28) and (27), the vertex
from the CFOP approach is
ΓˆµS(P +Q,P ) = γˆ
µ
S (P +Q,P )− σ1Π
µ
S1(Q)− σ2Π
µ
S2(Q),
(30)
where
ΠµS1 =
∣∣∣∣ Q
µ
S31 QS21
QµS32 Q˜22
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Q˜S11 QS12QS21 Q˜S22
∣∣∣∣
, ΠµS2 =
∣∣∣∣ Q
µ
S32 QS12
QµS31 Q˜S11
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Q˜S11 QS12QS21 Q˜S22
∣∣∣∣
. (31)
A direct calculation shows that the GWI (29) is indeed
satisfied.
B. Constraints in the spin channel
Here we emphasize the subtlety that the Q-limit Ward
identity in the spin channel plays a much important role
than it does in the density channel. One can verify that
the bare spin interacting vertex already satisfies the GWI
7associated with the U(1)z symmetry in the Nambu space:
qµγˆ
µ
S (P +Q,P ) = Gˆ
−1
0 (P +Q)− Gˆ
−1
0 (P )
= Gˆ−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P ). (32)
This is because the U(1)z symmetry is not broken by
the BCS (pairing) order parameter. Hence the bare spin
interacting vertex respects the GWI even without any
correction. One must seek further constraints to verify
the validity of a spin vertex.
The generalized Q-limit Ward identity
lim
q→0
Γˆ0S(P +Q,P )|ω=0 =
∂Gˆ−1(P )
∂h
= 1−
∂Σˆ(P )
∂h
(33)
is a sufficient and necessary condition for the spin sus-
ceptibility sum rule
∂δn
∂h
= − lim
q→0
K00S (Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
. (34)
Here the analytic continuation iΩl → ω + i0
+ has been
applied. The proof is outlined here.
∂δn
∂h
= Tr
∑
P
(∂Gˆ(P )
∂h
)
= −Tr
∑
P
(
Gˆ(P )
(
1−
∂Σˆ(P )
∂h
)
Gˆ(P )
)
= −Tr
∑
P
(
Γˆ0S(P, P )Gˆ(P )γˆ
0
S(P, P )Gˆ(P )
)
= − lim
q→0
K00S (Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
. (35)
The importance of this sum rule is that if it is satis-
fied, one can obtain a consistent expression for the spin
susceptibility from the thermodynamic approach or the
linear response theory, whichever is more convenient.
Since limq→0 γˆ
0
S(P + Q,P )|ω=0 = 1 without the term
associated with the self energy, the Q-limit WI is not
respected by the bare interacting vertex although it sat-
isfies the GWI. In contrast, the generalized Q-limit Ward
identity is satisfied by the CFOP vertex:
lim
q→0
Γˆ0S(P +Q,P )
∣∣∣
ω=0
= 1− σ1 lim
q→0
Π0S1(Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
,
σ1 lim
q→0
Π0S1(Q)
∣∣∣
ω=0
= σ1
limq→0Q
0
S13(Q)|ω=0
limq→0 Q˜S11(Q)|ω=0
=
∂Σˆ
∂h
. (36)
In the derivation the gap equation has been used to eval-
uate ∂∆∂h . Furthermore, the GWI (29) can be verified by a
direct calculation. Thus the interacting vertex from the
CFOP theory satisfies both GWI and the Q-limit GWI
in the spin channel. We finally come to the important
conclusion that the GWI alone can not provide enough
constraints of the vertex in the spin channel and the gen-
eralized Q-limit Ward identity should be used to test the
interacting vertex.
We comment briefly on the relation between the bare
vertex γˆµS (P +Q,P ) and the vertex (30) from the CFOP
approach. Although the GWI for the two vertices are
slightly different, they both lead to the same Ward iden-
tities for spin response functions (Appendix B, especially
Eq. (B3)). This may look counter-intuitive, but one can
verify it from direct calculations and there is a physical
reason behind it. From the first two Ward identities in
(B3) we have qµΠ
µ
S1,2(Q) = 0. Hence Γˆ
µ
S(P + Q,P ) in-
deed differs from the bare vertex γˆµS (P +Q,P ) only by a
U(1)z gauge transformation. Since the U(1)z symmetry
is not broken, the GWI cannot discern the difference be-
tween the two vertices. One has to resort to the Q-limit
GWI to distinguish the two. Moreover, δKµνS in (27)
has the same denominator as δKµν does in the density
channel. Thus in the presence of population imbalance
the collective mode effects enter the spin linear response
theory as they did in the density channel.
The generalized Ward identities for spin response func-
tions (B3) also lead to the f -sum rule in the spin channel
∫ +∞
−∞
dωωχSS(ω,q) = n
q2
m
. (37)
Here the spin susceptibility is defined as χSS =
− 1π ImK
00
S , where K
00
S is the 00 component of the spin
response kernel given by Eq. (28) with one bare ver-
tex an one corrected vertex Γˆ0S. The proof of the fact
that the CFOP response function satisfies the f -sum rule
can be constructed by using Eqs.(B3) and noting that
Q0S33 = Q
0
33 and using the identity (C3) in the Appendix.
We caution that if the bare vertex γˆ0S replaces Γˆ
0
S, the f -
sum rule still holds and a proof is given in Appendix D.
This implies that the f -sum rule can not distinguish the
two vertices, either.
In conclusion, we saw that the collective mode effects
do play a role in the spin linear response theory for polar-
ized Fermi superfluids. This differs significantly from the
unpolarized case, where the collective mode terms can-
cel [18]. The consistency of the CFOP linear response
theory in the spin channel is ensured by the GWI (29),
the generalized Q-limit WI (33) or the spin susceptibility
sum rule (34), and the f -sum rule (37).
We remark that the mean field (BCS) approximation
ignores the fluctuations of non-condensed (thermal) pairs
so it overestimates the transition temperature in the uni-
tarity and BEC regime [24, 25]. When the pairing fluc-
tuations are included, both the self-energy and the in-
teracting vertex must have consistent corrections to en-
sure the validity of the Ward identities and the Q-limit
Ward identities. This is beyond the scope of this study
and in the following we focus on the linear response the-
ories based on the mean field theory without the non-
condensed pairs.
8IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Here we discuss some implications from the linear re-
sponse theories of polarized Fermi superfluids in BCS-
BEC crossover. We are interested in the density and
spin susceptibilities, whose expressions are given by
∂n
∂µ
=
∑
p
[∆2
E3p
(
1− f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
)
−
ξ2p
E2p
(∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
)]
+
[∑
p
ξp
E2
p
(
1−f(Ep↑)−f(Ep↓)
Ep
+
∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
)]2
∑
p
1
E2
p
(
1−f(Ep↑)−f(Ep↓)
Ep
+
∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
) ,
∂δn
∂h
= −
∑
p
(∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
)
+
[∑
p
1
Ep
(
∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
−
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
)]2
∑
p
1
E2
p
(
1−f(Ep↑)−f(Ep↓)
Ep
+
∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
) . (38)
Since the CFOP approach respects the Q-limit WI in
both density and spin channels, one can obtain the same
expression either from the equations of state (Eq. (7))
or from the response functions. This consistency is not
guaranteed in other approaches. The second term of
these two susceptibilities share the same denominator.
It is interesting to note that this denominator is propor-
tional to the second partial derivative ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 , where
Ω =
∑
p
(ξp − Ep)−
∑
pσ
T ln(1 + e−
Epσ
T )−
∆2
g
(39)
is the thermodynamic potential of a two-component BCS
superfluid [24]. By a direct calculation,
∂2Ω
∂∆2
=
∑
p
∆2
E2p
[1− f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
Ep
+
∂f(Ep↑)
∂Ep↑
+
∂f(Ep↓)
∂Ep↓
]
. (40)
∂2Ω
∂∆2 > 0 indicates the stability of the homogeneous polar-
ized superfluid phase against phase separation. A generic
stability requirement is that the number susceptibility
matrix must have positive eigenvalues [40]. It can be
shown that this requirement is equivalent to the positiv-
ity of ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 when the gap equation is satisfied [41, 42]. In
fact, the two susceptibilities can also be thought of as
the two diagonal elements of the full number suscepti-
bility matrix. When the denominator vanishes, the two
susceptibilities then diverge.
However, it has been shown that phase separation,
which corresponds to an inhomogeneous structure with
different phases occupying different regions, already
emerges slightly before the denominator changes sign (see
Fig. 1 and Ref. [41]). Thus one may use the vanishing of
the denominator as a rough indication that phase separa-
tion takes place. Similar to the water-ice transition, the
divergence of the spin and density susceptibility as the
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Figure 2. (Color online). Density susceptibility (in units of
E−1
F
) vs. temperature when the polarization is very small
(p = 0.001) from BCS to BEC. The red solid lines indicate
the behavior of dn/dµ and the blue dashed lines denote dn/dµ
for an unpolarized Fermi gas. The insets show the compar-
ison between dn/dµ and the contribution from its first term
(green solid lines) at low temperatures. The black dashed
lines indicates where the superfluid becomes unstable accord-
ing to ∂
2
Ω
∂∆2
and the black dotted line indicates where phase
separation emerges.
system approaches the phase separation is physical be-
cause the phase separation is associated with a first-order
transition where different phases with different densities
and polarizations can coexist. There is another stability
condition which is the positivity of the superfluid den-
sity. However, at the mean-field level this does not give
further unstable boundary [41].
When there is no population imbalance, the density
and spin susceptibilities are given by
∂n
∂µ
=
∑
p
[∆2
E3p
(
1− 2f(Ep)
)
− 2
ξ2p
E2p
∂f(Ep)
∂Ep
]
+
[∑
p
ξp
E2
p
(
1−2f(Ep)
Ep
+ 2
∂f(Ep)
∂Ep
)]2
∑
p
1
E2
p
(
1−2f(Ep)
Ep
+ 2
∂f(Ep)
∂Ep
) ,
∂δn
∂h
= −2
∑
p
∂f(Ep)
∂Ep
. (41)
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Figure 3. (Color online). Spin susceptibility (in units of
E−1
F
) vs temperature when the polarization is very small
(p = 0.001) from BCS to BEC. The conventions follows those
of Fig.2.
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Figure 4. (Color online). Density susceptibility (in units of
E−1
F
) vs. temperature for finite polarization (p = 0.1) from
BCS to BEC. The red solid lines show dn/dµ and the blue
dashed lines denote dn/dµ for an unpolarized Fermi gas. The
green lines denote the contribution from the first term, the
black dashed lines indicate where the superfluid becomes un-
stable according to ∂
2
Ω
∂∆2
and the black dotted lines indicate
where phase separation emerges. The lower panels ((d), (e),
(f)) compare dn/dµ of polarized and unpolarized Fermi gases
at higher temperatures.
Note that ∂δn∂h does not have the second term shown in
the population imbalanced case. This can not be naively
proven by setting h = 0 and hoping that the second term
vanishes since h approaches a finite value, not h → 0,
as the number difference approaches zero. After solving
Eq. (7) carefully at T = 0, one will observe that h > ∆
as long as p > 0, where p = δn/n. To find the expres-
sions (41), one has to use the equations of state or linear
response theory for the equal population case [9]. This
implies that, in the thermodynamic limit, the exactly
equal population case is an isolated point and no matter
how small the population imbalance is, the spin response
behaves differently when compared to that of the equal
population case. Therefore, the spin linear response the-
ory of unpolarized superfluid should also be viewed as a
different theory. The collective mode effects cancel com-
pletely in the spin channel in the equal-population case
[9], which has been verified experimentally [8]. Moreover,
the unpolarized superfluid is always thermodynamically
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Figure 5. (Color online). Spin susceptibility (in units of E−1
F
)
vs. temperature at relatively high polarization (p = 0.1) from
BCS to BEC. The conventions follow those of Fig. 4.
stable in the whole BCS-BEC crossover since there is no
gapless quasi-particle excitations due to population im-
balance.
In Figure 2 we present the density susceptibility (as-
sociated with the compressibility) as a function of T for
a Fermi gas with small population imbalance in BCS-
BEC crossover. The polarization is chosen as p = 0.001.
We compare the behavior of the density susceptibility
(red solid lines) to that for an unpolarized Fermi gas
(blue dashed lines). One can see that even when the
population imbalance is very small, the density suscep-
tibility still shows significantly different behavior at low
temperature. At high temperatures, the two curves are
indistinguishable. As we explained previously, this dif-
ference comes from the second term which is associated
with the collective mode effects when h 6= 0. Shown in
the insets is the comparison between the density suscep-
tibility and the contribution from its first term (shown by
the green solid lines) by deliberately dropping the con-
tribution from the collective mode term. When T ap-
proaches zero, ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 may change sign and if it does (la-
beled by the black dashed lines), the second term of the
density susceptibility dominates the first term and di-
verges when ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 = 0. Interestingly, in the BEC regime
with 1/kFa = 1, Fig. 1 shows that the superfluid phase is
stable even at zero temperature for low p, but the denom-
inator of the second term or ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 is still very small and
hence the second term gives a large (but not divergent)
contribution. The black dotted lines indicate that the
system enters the phase-separation regime, which are at
slightly higher temperatures so the system develops inho-
mogeneous structures before the susceptibility diverges.
Plotted in Fig. 3 is the spin susceptibility as a func-
tion of T under the same condition of Fig. 2. We also
show a comparison between the spin susceptibilities of a
polarized superfluid (red solid lines) and the unpolarized
one (blue dashed lines). At low T , the spin susceptibility
of polarized Fermi gases shows behavior similar to that
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of the density susceptibility. It becomes large or even
divergent due to the small denominator of the second
term. The first term of the spin susceptibility also gives
a large contribution at low T , as shown in the insets of
Fig. 3. Again one can see that even when the population
imbalance is very small, the polarized Fermi superfluids
show qualitatively different behavior when compared to
the unpolarized Fermi superfluid.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we increase the population imbal-
ance to p = 0.1 and show the density and spin suscep-
tibilities as a function of T in BCS-BEC crossover. The
black dashed lines indicate the temperature where ∂
2Ω
∂∆2
changes sign and the system becomes unstable. Near this
temperature, both the density and spin susceptibilities
diverge due to the contribution of those terms associated
with the collective modes. However, as shown in Fig. 1,
the phase separation starts to emerge at a slightly higher
temperature than that where ∂
2Ω
∂∆2 changes sign. Thus in
real experiments one should see that the spin and den-
sity susceptibilities increase as the system approaches the
phase separation regime, but the preemption of the phase
separation will cut off the divergent behavior of the sus-
ceptibilities. The lower panels of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ((d),
(e), (f)) show the comparisons of the density and spin sus-
ceptibilities for polarized (red solid lines) and unpolarized
(blue dashed lines) Fermi gases at higher temperatures.
One can see that as the polarization increases, the devi-
ation of polarized Fermi gases from the unpolarized one
becomes more visible at high temperature.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the density and spin linear re-
sponse theories of polarized Fermi superfluids based on
the CFOP formalism are fully manageable at the mean-
field level (with BCS-type approximations) so that we
can verify some fundamental constraints explicitly and
provide qualitative predictions. The interacting vertices
and response functions satisfy fundamental constraints
including the Ward identities, f -sum rules, Q-limit Ward
identities associated with the density and spin suscepti-
bility sum rules. Those constrains guarantee the consis-
tency of the results and gauge invariance associated with
the symmetries of the Hamiltonian.
Importantly, we find that collective mode effects from
the fluctuations of the order parameter enter both the
density and spin channels in the presence of population
imbalance. The collective mode effects clearly make the
response functions, especially those in the spin channel,
different from the equal-population case. Although the
phase separation at low temperature cuts off the diver-
gence in the spin and density response functions, the
general trend of increasing susceptibilities as the temper-
ature decreases should be observable. Future improve-
ments of these linear response theories may include ef-
fects from pairing fluctuations or inhomogeneous struc-
tures for more detailed descriptions.
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sions. Hao Guo thanks the support by National Natu-
ral Science Foundation of China (Grants No. 11204032)
and Natural Science Foundation of Jiangsu Province,
China (SBK201241926). C. C. Chien acknowledges the
support of the U.S. Department of Energy through the
LANL/LDRD Program.
Appendix A: Propagator in the Nambu Space
Since µˆ = µ12×2 + hσ3, we have ξˆp = ξp − hσ3. The
inverse propagator in the mean-field theory is Gˆ−1(P ) =
iωn − Eˆp = iωn − ξpσ3 + h+∆σ1. Hence
Gˆ(P ) =
1
iωn − ξpσ3 + h+∆σ1
=
(
G↑(P ) F↑↓(P )
F↓↑(−P ) −G↓(−P )
)
, (A1)
where
Gσ(P ) =
u2p
iωn − Epσ
+
v2p
iωn + Epσ¯
,
Fσσ¯(P ) = −upvp
( 1
iωn − Epσ
−
1
iωn + Epσ¯
)
. (A2)
Here u2p, v
2
p =
1
2 (1±
ξp
Ep
).
Appendix B: Ward identities for response functions
For the density channel, one can verify that the bare
EM interacting vertex and the fermion propagator satisfy
the identity
qµγˆ
µ(P +Q,P ) + 2i∆σ2 = σ3Gˆ
−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P )σ3,
(B1)
which can verified by using the Green’s function in Ap-
pendix A. By using the response functions in Appendix E
and defining Q˜11,22 ≡
2
g+Q11,22 and Q˜
µν
33 ≡ Q
µν
33 +
n
mh
µν ,
Eq. (B1) is equivalent to
qµQ
µ
31(Q) + 2i∆Q21(Q) = 0,
qµQ
µ
32(Q) + 2i∆Q˜22(Q) = 0,
qµQ˜
µν
33 (Q) + 2i∆Q
ν
23(Q) = 0. (B2)
The proof is similar to the equal-population case shown
in Ref. [9]. These are the Ward identities that impose
the U(1)EM gauge symmetry on the quantum correlation
functions.
For the spin channel, one can verify that the GWI for
the bare vertex and the GWI for the CFOP vertex are
both equivalent to
qµQ
µ
S31(Q) = 0,
qµQ
µ
S32(Q) = 0,
qµQ˜
µν
S33(Q) = 0. (B3)
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Those are the GWI for spin response functions. This
is because the two vertices only differ by an U(1)z gauge
transformation, as explained in the main text. The proofs
of Eq. (B3) are as follows. By using the GWI (32) and
the expression (26), we have
qµQ
µν
S31
= Tr
∑
P
[
qµγˆ
µ
S (P +Q,P )Gˆ(P +Q)σ1Gˆ(P )
]
= Tr
∑
P
[(
Gˆ−1(P +Q)− Gˆ−1(P )
)
Gˆ(P +Q)σ1Gˆ(P )
]
= Tr
∑
P
[
σ1Gˆ(P )
]
− Tr
∑
P
[
Gˆ(P +Q)σ1
]
= 0, (B4)
where we have changed variables P → P − Q for the
second term in the third line and used the cyclic property
of the trace in the fourth line. If σ1 is replaced by σ2 in
the above derivation, one gets qµQ
µν
S32 = 0. For the last
equality in Eqs. (B3), we have
qµQ
µν
S33 = Tr
∑
P
[
γˆνS(P +Q,P )Gˆ(P )
]
− Tr
∑
P
[
Gˆ(P +Q)γˆνS(P, P +Q)
]
=
∑
P
Tr
(
[Gˆ(P )− Gˆ(P +Q)]γˆνS(P, P +Q)
)
)
=
∑
P
Tr
(
Gˆ(P )[γˆνS(P +Q,P )− γˆ
ν
S(P −Q,P )]
)
=
qν
m
(1− ην0)
∑
P
Tr
(
σ3Gˆ(P )
)
= −qµ
n
m
hµν . (B5)
Hence we get qµQ˜
µν
S33 = 0.
Appendix C: Sketch of the proof of f-sum rule in
the density channel
Here is an outline of the proof of how the CFOP theory
satisfies the f -sum rule in the density channel. A simpler
version for the unpolarized case can be found in Ref. [9].
By using the third equation of the WIs (B2), we have
ωK00 = q ·Q033 − 2i∆Q
0
23 −
1
Q˜11Q˜22 −Q12Q21
×
(
Q˜11q ·Q32Q
0
23 − 2i∆Q˜11Q˜22Q
0
23 + Q˜22q ·Q31Q
0
13 − 2i∆Q˜22Q21Q
0
13
−Q12q ·Q31Q
0
23 + 2i∆Q12Q21Q
0
23 −Q21q ·Q32Q
0
13 + 2i∆Q21Q˜22Q
0
13
)
. (C1)
Note Q12 = −Q21, Q
0
23 = −Q
0
32, Q23 = −Q32, Q
0
13 =
Q031 and Q13 = Q31, we get
ωK00 = q ·Q033 −
Q˜11q ·Q32Q
0
23 + Q˜22q ·Q31Q
0
13 −Q12q ·Q31Q
0
23 −Q21q ·Q32Q
0
13
Q˜11Q˜22 −Q12Q21
. (C2)
The integral over ω of the second term is zero since Q˜11,
Q˜22, Q
0
13 and Q23 are even functions of ω, while Q12,
Q13 and Q
0
23 are odd functions of ω. To finish the proof
we only need to verify the following identity
−
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
1
π
Im
[
q ·Q033(ω,q)
]
= n
q2
m
. (C3)
This identity can be verified directly. From the expres-
sions shown in Appendix.E, we have
−
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
1
π
Im
[
q ·Q033(ω,q)
]
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
∑
p
p · q
2m
×
{( ξ+p
E+p
−
ξ−p
E−p
)([
1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
]
δ(ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓) +
[
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
]
δ(ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑)
)
12
−
( ξ+p
E+p
+
ξ−p
E−p
)([
f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
]
δ(ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑) +
[
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
]
δ(ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓)
)}
=
∑
p
p · q
m
ξ+p
E+p
(
1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
+
p↓)
)
−
∑
p
p · q
m
ξ−p
E−p
(
1− f(E−
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
)
=
∑
p
p · q
m
[
1−
ξ−p
E−p
(
1− f(E−
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
)]
−
∑
p
p · q
m
[
1−
ξ+p
E+p
(
1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
+
p↓)
)]
. (C4)
We change variables by p→ p+ q2 in the first term, and
change variables by p→ p− q2 in the second term to get
−
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
1
π
Im
[
q ·Q033(ω,q)
]
=
∑
p
[
(p+ q2 )− (p−
q
2 )
]
· q
m
[
1−
ξp
Ep
(
1− f(Ep↑)− f(Ep↓)
)]
=
q2
m
n, (C5)
where the number equation has been used.
Appendix D: The bare spin vertex in the Nambu
space satisfies the f-sum rule
As pointed out in the main text, the bare spin ver-
tex γˆµS already respects the Ward identity (32). This is
different from the density channel, where the bare ver-
tex cannot satisfy the full Ward identity. This leads to
the interesting fact that the f -sum rule holds even if we
evaluated the spin susceptibility without δK00S . In other
words, the f -sum rule is satisfied even if two bare ver-
tices (γˆµS ) are used in the calculation of the response
function. Here is what happens: We define the bare
spin susceptibility χ0S = −
1
π ImQ˜
00
S33, where Q˜
00
S33(Q) =
Tr
∑
P
(
γˆµS (P+Q,P )Gˆ(P+Q)γˆ
ν
S(P, P +Q)Gˆ(P )
)
, which
includes only the bare vertex. By using the third equality
of Eqs. (B3) we have
∫ +∞
−∞
dωωχ0SS(ω,q) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dωωQ˜00S33(ω,q)
= −
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
1
π
Im
[
q ·Q0S33(ω,q)
]
=
q2
m
n. (D1)
Appendix E: Expressions of Response Functions
The response functions in the density channel are given
by
Q11(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
{(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E1)
Q12(ω,q) = Q21(ω,q)
= −
i
2
∑
p
{( ξ+p
E+p
+
ξ−p
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
( ξ+p
E+p
−
ξ−p
E−p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E2)
Q013(ω,q) = Q
0
31(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
∆
E+pE
−
p
(ξ+p + ξ
−
p )×
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(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)
, (E3)
Qi13(ω,q) = Q
i
31(ω,q)
= −
∆
2
∑
p
pi
m
{( 1
E+p
−
1
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
( 1
E+p
+
1
E−p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E4)
Q22(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
{(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E5)
Q023(ω,q) = −Q
0
32(ω,q)
=
i∆
2
∑
p
{( 1
E+p
+
1
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
( 1
E+p
−
1
E−p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E6)
Qi23(ω,q) = −Q
i
32(ω,q) =
i
2
∑
p
pi
m
∆
E+pE
−
p
(ξ+p − ξ
−
p )×
(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)
, (E7)
Q0033(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
{(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E8)
Q0i33(ω,q) = Q
i0
33(ω,q)
=
1
2
∑
p
pi
m
{( ξ+p
E+p
−
ξ−p
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
( ξ+p
E+p
+
ξ−p
E−p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E9)
Q
↔ij
33(ω,q) =
∑
p
pipj
2m2
{(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E10)
The response functions in the spin channel are given
by
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QS11(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
{(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p −∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E11)
QS12(ω,q) = QS21(ω,q)
= −
i
2
∑
p
{( ξ+p
E+p
+
ξ−p
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
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p↓)
ω − E+
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−
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1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
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ω + E+
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E+p
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)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
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p↑ + E
−
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+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E12)
Q0S13(ω,q) = Q
0
S31(ω,q)
= −
∆
2
∑
p
{( 1
E+p
−
1
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
( 1
E+p
+
1
E−p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E13)
QiS13(ω,q) = Q
i
S31(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
pi
m
∆
E+pE
−
p
(ξ+p + ξ
−
p )×
(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)
, (E14)
QS22(ω,q) =
1
2
∑
p
{(
1 +
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+p E
−
p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
)
−
(
1−
ξ+p ξ
−
p +∆
2
E+pE
−
p
)(f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)}
, (E15)
Q0S23(ω,q) = −Q
0
S32(ω,q) =
i
2
∑
p
∆
E+pE
−
p
(ξ+p − ξ
−
p )×
(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
−
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
p↑
+
f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω − E+
p↑ + E
−
p↑
−
f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω + E+
p↓ − E
−
p↓
)
, (E16)
QiS23(ω,q) = −Q
i
S32(ω,q)
=
i∆
2
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p
pi
m
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E+p
+
1
E−p
)(1− f(E+
p↑)− f(E
−
p↓)
ω − E+
p↑ − E
−
p↓
+
1− f(E+
p↓)− f(E
−
p↑)
ω + E+
p↓ + E
−
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( 1
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1
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p↑)− f(E
−
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